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Available in two finishes and two versions, single and double, both adjustable. 
The spotlights, one of which rotates 350 °, give a direct and indirect light.
Finishes: 

| melanocetus 03



Composed of multifunctional arms, 
from which one can be folded or 

unfolded compensating and destroying 
its strengths in order to achieve, in 

balance, the best position of the light.
Finishes:  

| asana04





Dew comes in both vertical and horizontal variations, 
making any combination and angle a possibility. 

| dew06





| flat08



The Flat collection contains various planes of light that rise up to become self-illuminating supports.
Available in Pendant, Ceiling, Table, and Floor version.

Finishes: 



| linea10



Truthful and pure,
the Linea makes a precise yet playful statement through thin lines of beauty.

Finishes:



| coordinates12



Coordinates is a lighting system with diffuse light composed of horizontal and 
vertical luminaires arranged in a bright grid of various shapes and complexities.



| cipher14



Cipher collection delicate hand-blown crystal cylindrical pieces are cut with clean, clear lines. 
Light emits only from connection points and the sources are ingeniously hidden to soften the overall effect.



Family of lamps (Pendant, Wall, 
Table and Floor) with a rational 

design enriched by precious metallic 
details and double wall cylindrical 

diffusers that give a fascinating and 
harmonious light diffusion.

| osman16







Easy Peasy portable and rechargeable lamps reflect in their name a playful spirit.

Finishes: 

| easy peasy 19



The Tube collection combines elegance and complexity and is designed with 
maximum configuration flexibility and spatial adaptability.
Finishes:

| tube20







When off, Lit looks like a suspended sculpture, a minimal 
tube made precious by the reflections that play on the glass. 
When lit, the lamp reveals a bright, warm and gentle soul.
Finishes:

| lit 23





Japanese-style ceiling lamp, available 
in three sizes. Made with a disc that 
holds a source of light (E27). This 
disc can come in natural walnut or 
painted in matte black and supports 
the textured blow-glass diffuser with 
an opal matte white finish.
Finishes:

| misko 25



| float26



Float was born, a multifunctional and portable lamp, usable both outdoors and indoors, 
designed for different uses: table, floor, suspension, wall.

Finishes:



| urban concrete28



Taking inspiration from the bollards found in the urban landscape, Urban Concrete is a lighting piece 
balancing clean lines and solid surfaces with a dome crowned by a lifting hook.

Finishes:



Duo is a ceiling light with 
surface installation where the 
natural warm appearance of 
the oak wood on the inside is 
combined with the technical 
refinement of the aluminium 
metal wrap on the outside.

Finishes:

| duo30





An exquisite sculpture composed of two discs: the former, 
made of alabaster and lit by LEDs, stays fixed, while 
the latter, made of brass, slides on a track-base made of 
Medea limestone just with a light touch of the hand.

| alchemie32
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Visit Zodiac website to view 
our extensive selection of Lights
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www.zodiaclighting.com


